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ABSTRACT: The solution of uncontrolled gas emissions from abandoned underground coal mine sites 
in Ostrava-Karvina coalfield to surface ground in connection with old mine shafts and drifts and 
with old mining workings in horizontal and inclined coal seams has many forms. It varies 
according to geological and mining conditions and the disposition of the site surface. Since four 
years the gas emission risk has appeared in the area of former exploited vertical coal seams within 
the historical centre of Orlova town, which is protected by State Monument Protection office. A 
project based on such special nature of mining-geological and urban conditions was elaborated 
and already implemented.   
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RESUME: Les émissions de gaz non-controllés provenant de mines de charbon souterraines 
abandonees dans la gisement d’Ostrava-Karvina et se propageant dans les terrains de surface par 
l’intermédiaire des anciens puits et d’anciens travaux miniers dans des couches horizontals ou 
inclines, prennent des formes différentes. Elles varient selon les conditions géologiques ou minières 
et la disposition de la surface. Depuis 4 ans, un risqué lié aux emissions de gaz est survenu dans 
des zones autrefois exploitées verticalement dans le centre historique de la ville de Orlava, 
protégée par l’office national de protection des monuments. A project base sur la nature spécifique 
des conditions urbaines, minières et géologique a donc été élaboré et déjà implémenté.   

MOT-CLEFS: gaz de mine, emissions, sondage de dégasage  

1. Introduction  

The Ostrava-Karvina coalfield (OKR) is the most significant Czech coal deposit. It covers an area 
of about 1,600 square kilometres. This area constitutes to about 20 % of the Upper Silesian Coal 
Basin, which straddles the Polish / Czech frontier. Within that area, about 335 km2 belong to mining 
claims of individual collieries.  

Some of the collieries are already closed. Coalmines closure does not mean that methane liberation 
into the underground abandoned areas would be stopped.  

After closure water level in the abandoned Mines is being kept at a level of about 600 m under the 
surface in order to prevent the flooding of the water into the active mines via many natural and 
manmade communications. The water is being pumped in two sites by means of submersible pumps 
installed in unused mine shafts.  

During this stage some mine gas may leak to the surface via natural migration channels and old 
mine shafts. This migration is greatly influenced by rapid drops in atmospheric pressure. A risk of 
explosion or fire would occur in the basements of buildings or industrial plants in the densely 
populated regions of Ostrava and Karvina. A complete system of gas extraction, gas monitoring and 
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safety measures is being built to prevent the uncontrolled gas emissions to the atmosphere and to 
ensure the inhabitants safety. 

Due to divers mining geological conditions in particular endangered zones any universally 
applicable procedures for effective reducing of such danger cannot be defined 

As a consequence of rock forming processes in distant geological past changes of situation of parts 
of originally horizontal deposited Carboniferous sedimentary coal bearing measures occurred in 
such a way that these measures were loaded by rock stress effects, lifted, deformed and their 
horizontal deposition was transformed to an inclined, steep or even opposite dip deposition. At the 
same time a number of divers tectonic zones with various parameters arose. 

There are coal-bearing measures with steep deposition of coal seams in Ostrava-Karvina coalfield 
such as its western periphery (western saddles) and eastern periphery of Orlova structure (opposite 
dip fold). With no Miocene overburden (outcrops) – see Figure 1. 

 

 
 

Figure 1.  Vertical geological east-west section below historical centre of Orlova City 
 
Above the eastern periphery of Orlova fold structure with discontinuously mined out coal seams the 
historical centre of the town of Orlova extends, this centre is protected by State Monument 
Protection Office. 

Beginning of exploitation of hard coal below the historical centre of Orlova town is dated in 1817. 
Mining of coal seams outcrops was concerned. In 1841 next to a „Carboniferous window“ 
(outcrops) among other the prospecting shafts Jirí No II and Shaft No3 – Racok were sunk. They 
should be basis of future underground coalmine. Due to enormous methane emission mainly from 
the Shaft Jirí II they were interconnected by a tracing drift underground. However, any coal mining 
did not start and the shafts were filled about 1860. 

Due to methane emissions in this area and to gradually verified complicated geological structure of 
Carboniferous formation the coal mining below historical centre of Orlova town started only at 
fifties of last Century. 
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At the end of the seventies of last century coal working in steep coal seams was terminated and the 
centre of town was influenced by mining of the same group of coal seams of flat development 
eastwards of syncline of opposite dipped Orlova fold – see Figure 1. In professional literature a 
number of locations are mentioned where methane from Carboniferous formation was emitted 
freely to surface ground and this circumstance was the reason of several ignitions and explosions 
that caused burns of some persons and destruction of premises. 

The first written reports about such events are dated at the end of XIXth Century. After termination 
of controlled removal of methane from underground areas by means of main ventilation and of gas 
drainage (degasification) and after subsequent closure of underground coal mines intense mine gas 
emissions were detected during 2001 in several areas of the town of Orlova – see Figure 2. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.  Purpose.-aimed map of historical centre of the town of Orlova 

2. Geological structure and scope of mining – out of coal seams 

Below the area of interest in Orlova town a coal-bearing Carboniferous formation approaches to 
earth surface by its Ostrava-Karvina ridge, which runs across total coal deposit in east-west 
direction. The Carboniferous emerges to earth surface through Carboniferous outcrops, out of which 
a single one enters from northwest the overburden below the built-up area of Orlova town centre. 
Here a mean thickness of only 4 meters of overburden overlying the Carboniferous formation has 
been detected. The overburden consists here exclusively of Quaternary mostly sandy sediments and 
by made-up grounds. Tertiary, Miocene sediments participate in structure of overburden formation 
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only northeastwards from Orlova town centre. Carboniferous formation of the area was enormously 
loaded and transformed in its geological past. By rock forming processes the deposit was folded and 
structured by tectonic faults. Between today Orlova and Petrvald municipalities the Orlova fold was 
shaped. Therefore, the originally horizontal coal seams have been deposited steeply, vertically or 
even toppled over to opposite dip, see Figures 1 and 3. The centre of the town of Orlova is located 
above the eastern wing of toppled-over Orlova fold. The layers of strata including coal seams are 
oriented from southeast to northwest. However, they are faulted in east-west direction by the Sophia 
fault with dipping of strata southwards. This tectonics and a near almost parallel demarcation 
between mine fields of former Sophia and Doubrava collieries did not allow to mine out the coal 
seams continuously. Therefore, residual pillars remained within coal seams between the 
demarcation and the Sophia fault. 

Beginning at about 80 m depth below earth surface 16 coal seams were mined out in a variable 
extent – see Figure 3. In north-south direction the coal seams were structured due tectonic causes or 
also due to solving of spatial relations between the two mines (work on demarcation boundary) into 
two or three mining blocks. Mining of other coal seams of such measures was advanced only at 
greater mining depth. 

The Sophia fault enters the Carboniferous relief between Old Square and church in the historical 
centre of the town and it is continued further eastwards. 

The mined-out underground areas were as a rule backfilled. In the oldest ones marl balls were 
applied, further then sand, filled marl  or eventually filled stone. 

 

 
Figure 3.  Schematic geological east-west section below the town of Orlova with projections of degassing boreholes 
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3. Principal solution of uncontrolled mine gas emissions to the surface 

The main factor influencing the uncontrolled mine gas emissions to the surface are the natural 
(tectonic faults) and artificial manmade (shafts, drifts etc.) communications between the surface of 
abandoned mines area and the gobs in their underground. The intensity of such emissions depends 
on the differences of air pressure and temperature between the surface and the underground. The 
changes of barometric pressure and their gradient have the principle influence. 

The risk of mine gas migration to the surface is higher in abandoned mines areas where gobs are 
near the surface. In the methodology of the classification of the ground surface from the point of 
view of the potential risk of mine gas migration, worked out by the Authors´ Company, two critical 
limits are being accepted  

– the thickness of the overburden of the Carboniferous layers is less or equal to 50 m. These areas 
are classified as imperilled 

– the depth of the gobs under the surface is less or equal to 100 m and simultaneously the first 
condition (limit) is fulfilled. These areas are classified as dangerous. Also the area within 25 m 
around the old mine shafts is considered as dangerous.  

 
This classification has to be verified by so called methane screening which is a atmogeochemical 
measuring of CH4 and CO2 contents in the soil in 1,2 m deep test pits. This measuring is usually 
done when a drop of barometric pressure is registered.   

In the dangerous area a system based on the assessment of geological and mining situation is 
implemented. This system consists of following items. 

− Drilling of degassing boreholes into the upper gobs. 
− Long-term gas exhausting tests on drilled down degassing boreholes and their complex 

evaluating in relation to reaching scope of applied under pressure and to identification of 
existing communication ways of mine gas migration among the boreholes themselves and 
among them the and complex of adjacent gobs. 

− A controlling methane screening is applied to verify the effectiveness of degassing boreholes. 
− If the results of the methane screening don’t confirm that the already drilled boreholes are 

effective, other complementary boreholes are drilled and/or the boreholes are connected to 
exhausting station. 

− A special attention is drawn to looking over the state of the buildings on the dangerous areas to 
assess the risk of mine gas penetration into their interiors. If such risk exists the identified 
premises of buildings are maintained and/or equipped with CH4 sensing units with signalling of 
exceeding of limit values. 

  

4. Hitherto the measures that have been realised in Orlova 

In order to have the mine gas emissions to the surface under control and to protect the inhabitants 
and the buildings in the historical centre of Orlova town the following measures and activities have 
been implemented. 

− Searching for and definitive securing of 10 old mine shafts in cadastre territory of Orlova in 
accordance with special rules issued by the Czech Mining Authority in Prague. 

− Basic surface survey by measurement of CH4 and CO2 concentrations in soil air (methane 
screening) by application of atmogeochemistry method within an area of about 70 ha. 
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− According to configuration of evidenced CH4 surface emissions the centre of Orlova was 
structured into the following 4 zones – see Figure 2: 
1. Old Square, 
2. Environs of Komensky Street, 
3. Sports ground, 
4. Wood park. 

− Drilling of particular degassing boreholes has been proposed in view to structuring of gobs and 
to surface situation in the above-mentioned 4 zones of town centre, i.e. it is a compromise 
between mining geological situation, layout of built-up area and ground configuration. A 
selected compromise, however, should guarantee the assumed effectiveness of degassing 
boreholes – see Figure 3. 

− Drilling down of 4 shallow and 23 deep degassing boreholes into gobs of exploited seams – see 
Fig. 2. 

− Performing of 25 exhausting tests including their evaluation. 
− Building and installation of two gas exhausting systems AOS 1 and AOS 2 connecting 3 and 8 

degassing boreholes to exhausting stations. The results of the exhausting tests and of the 
continuous monitoring of degassing boreholes, buildings and sewerage have demonstrated that 
the passive function of the degassing boreholes in connection with the changes of barometric 
pressure does nut ensure the safety of the surface buildings and inhabitants – see Figure 4. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4.  Gas exhausting station of AOS 1 

 

− Evaluating of basements of buildings and of sewerage system in view of risk of methane 
penetration and implementation of their ensuring against methane penetration and/or their 
partial reconstruction. 

− Installing of 22 methanometric central units and of 56 methane-sensing units in endangered 
buildings and their regular monitoring (among them 18 electronic units with remote 
transmission). 
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− Realization of architectonic solution of fences of newly installed constructions in order to be in 
accordance with the requirements of State Monument Protection office – see Figure 5. 

− Continuous safeguarding of emergency service for solving of extraordinary events.  
 

 
 

Figure 5.  Architectonic solution of fence of the chimney of degassing borehole 
 

5. Results and recommendations 

Based on evaluation of work on controlling of large area mine gas emissions to surface in historical 
town centre of Orlova which extends above gobs of steep deposited coal seams the following results 
can be formulated and recommendations. 

− Communications between gobs of particular coal seams, the distances between which oscillate 
within range of 1 to 50 m, have a very low permeability for mine gas mixtures. This reality has 
been proved by measurement. 

− The gobs of longwalls in steep deposited coal seams indicate a very high consolidation, i.e. they 
have a very low gas permeability – this knowledge results from low gas permeability of 
degassing boreholes if they did not contact return roadways or connecting drifts. 

− Due to the above-mentioned experiences it is necessary to drill down boreholes to gob roadways 
in every particular coal seam or to connecting drifts. 

− The number of degassing boreholes is to be specified by means of checking measurements of 
mine gas components in soil air and their reaching range during exhaust tests. 

− Based on results of checking measurements of CH4 and CO2 concentrations in soil air and on 
evaluation of exhaust tests the necessity of installing of local autonomous exhausting systems 
on suitable degassing boreholes is not excluded. 
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− The measures gradually implemented in Orlova town since the second half of year 2001 have 
proved their eligibility. In 2005 the maximal content of CH4 in sewerage system has never 
exceeded the value of 2 %. This is an excellent result in comparison with the content of CH4 
measured in 2001: 16 % in the buildings, 60 % in the sewerage network and 80 % in the soil. 

− The recently installed system consisting of CH4 and CO2 monitoring and exhausting has to be 
kept in operation probably for many years. This depends on the future of actually active 
collieries, which need not to raise the level of water in the underground as stated in chapter 1 of 
this presentation.  

6. Conclusion 

The complex system implemented in Orlova town to control the mine gas emissions to the surface 
in the area of abandoned coalmines has proved its eligibility. 

In the nineties of last century the question of methane migration to the surface was solved only after 
some accidents and emergencies linked with this problem. 

In the year 2002 the government of the Czech Republic decided to give an important sum of 800 
million Czech Crowns (about 27 million Euros) to elaborate and realize a project of protection of 
about 30 km2 in Ostrava-Karvina region from the risk of uncontrolled mine gas emissions to the 
surface. 

The measures taken in Orlova are considered as a pilot project within the mentioned project in the 
region. In the time being this project has been already elaborated with an important contribution of 
Authors´ Company. It is expected that its realization would start in the beginning of the year 2006. 
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